Cripton
MAGIC

The most entertaining mentalism live
show ever witnessed.
Beyond doubt, the mind and spirit of
the audience go to a wonderful
place where real magic is created by
the passionate and strong
personality of Cripton Magic.

WWW.CRIPTONMAGIC.COM

CRIPTON MAGIC

Enjoy an enchanted evening of wonder,
mystery and explosive laughs.
Experience the incredible world of Cripton
Magic.
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Free Your Mind.
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CRIPTON MAGIC

Tailor Made Show

Each performance is a
one-of-a-kind experience.
You never will be tired to
watch it again.

A standing ovation one man show
perfect for any kind of venues and
audience.
The entire show can be presented in
English, Spanish, Portuguese and
Italian.

For Corporate Event
Cripton Magic can prepare and
deliver a unique tailor and interactive
presentation perfect for sophisticated
groups wanting intelligent
entertainment.
Mentalist Show

The Mentalist Show is designed to
appeal to intelligent, adult audiences
who want to be mystified, entertained
and perhaps even inspired. The
audience will be astonished at what
their amazing minds can do, as
Cripton Magic leads them on a
journey exploring the depth and
breadth of what is possible.

Using his understanding of human
nature, Italian mentalist Cripton
Magic can tell people what they are The show begins with a fully
thinking—even before they know they interactive demostration of
mind
are going to think it.
control. Guests will be stunned as
they somehow seem to choose what
Using a profound understanding of Cripton has already predicted. Soon,
applied human psychology, Cripton the audience is eager to be part of
Magic creates indelible memories in the show—to see what they may be
this interactive, fun-filled show capable of themselves.
experience.

The Mentalist Show explores reading
people—the signals and clues that
everyone gives oﬀ as a part of
communication. Cards and words
merely thought of are revealed by
studying the audience and reading
their tells.
Unlike other mentalists, Cripton
Magic is comfortable sharing the
psychological principles on which his
demonstrations are based and the
presentation of each experiment is
always dressed with elegance,
engaging and fun sense of humor
that distinguishes Italians.
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CRIPTON MAGIC

International Guest Entertainer

Requirement

Italian mentalist Cripton
Magic is an expert mind
reader and a consummate
entertainer who has
presented his corporatefriendly mentalism
show and magic act
throughout the world,
including appearances
at The Oviatt Penthouse in
Los Angeles, California; the Tropicana Hotel in Las Vegas,
Nevada; Umc Theater in Sao Paulo, Brasil; Msc Cruise
Line and Norwegian Cruise Line as resident magician for
over than 15 years. In addition, his appearances at the
Brasilian TV shows: “Mulheres”, TV Gazeta; “Melhor Pra
Você”, Rede TV, “O Programa da Sabrina”, Record TV;
and Italian TV Shows “Sanremo”, Rai 1; “Tu si Que Vales”,
Canale 5.

A quality sound system, two strong tables, video screen,
camera operator, power plugs close to the stage for my
camera and projector,.

Type of Show
Mentalism show, mind reading, motivational

Duration
Customizable between 20 to 80 min

Transport
Fly tickets and 3 x 23 kg.
luggages

Cripton The Mentalist
www.criptonmagic.com
www.criptonnobrasil.com

Available worldwide for Corporate Events, Private Events, TV shows, short
contract fly on/off on Cruise Ships, Theatres.
Based in:
Bari - Italy
Sao Paulo - Brasil

www.criptonmagic.com
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CRIPTON MAGIC

Cripton The Illusionist

Two times winner of the Merlin Award
as “Illusionist of the Year”.

Something more

Bride, Sigfried and Roy etc.). He
come back to Italy and was soon
performing in the best clubs and
Italian Televisions including the
popular Rai 1.

shows: "Escape", "Ocean Magic",

Cripton's signature fusion of music,
myth, drama and illusions reflects his
Cripton began performing magic at lifelong study of magic's multicultural
the age of fourtheen. He found roots, Brasil, Argentina, Caribe and
himself fascinated in music, great Italy.
illusions and theatre, which he
immediately incorporated in to his Cripton headlined on the Cruise's
shows.
Ships "MSC" for seven years, where

In 2012 and 2015 he was awarded as
"Illusionist of the Year" on board of
the Norwegian Sun and Norwegan
Jade.

Cripton Magic has been featured
on every major television network
and theatre around the world,
inclusive the Tropicana Hotel in Las
Vegas.

he was voted critics' choice as Best
On completing high school, the Magician of the Mediterranean Cruise
young magician moved into Rome Ship.
(Italy) and Las Vegas and studied with
In 2012 he headlined on the
the most popular magicians (Jeﬀ Mc Norwegian Cruise Line with the

"Illusions" and he is the Master
Magician in the new Production
Show "Elements".

From 2013 "Ocean Magic" is also
performed on board of the cruise ship
Paul Gauguin in French Polynesia.
Cripton has even actor on the cinema
movies "Vento di Primavera" and
"Prigionieri di un Incubo" and in a lot
of television's fictions.
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CRIPTON MAGIC

Original and Unique Illusions

Requirement

Cripton and Renata will A quality sound and light system, stage size mt. 10x8
amaze and delight you with black backdrop and 4 black wings mt.3x1,5 to the
w i t h t h e i r s k i l l a n d sides
professionalism in making
Type of Show
real the illusions.
Illusions show, stage magic, motivational
The speed, precision,

Duration

t h e e l e g a n c e o f t h e Customizable between 25 to 60 min
execution, the music,

Transport

costumes and charisma of 2 Fly tickets and 7 to 19
road cases diﬀerent sizes
Cripton and Renata make the Illusions Show a unique
(Air fright door to door)
and excellent experience.
The show is very visual and suitable for audiences of all
ages and nationalities. Same illusions are designed and
created by Cripton Magic, it’s possible to watch these
illusions only on him Illusions Show.

Cripton The Illusionist
www.criptonmagic.com
www.criptonnobrasil.com

Available worldwide for Corporate Events, Private Events, TV shows, short
contract fly on/off on Cruise Ships, Theatres.
Based in:
Bari - Italy

www.criptonmagic.com
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